
 "Global leaders in   Genomic Medicine identifying 
Pharmacogenomics  

as a flagship." 



The Implementing Genomics in Clinical Practice/Healthcare  

Medium Hanging Fruit 

Pharmacogenomics is considered the low -hanging fruit in “Genomics Medicine”, while SJS/ TEN 
‘s risk allele  screening  test might be the low -hanging fruit in pharmacogenomics. 
 
……Thailand has one of the highest rates of SJS/TEN in the world, mainly attributable to high frequency of these risk alleles and use of causative 
drugs.  Ramathibodi Hospital has launched a “pharmacogenetics card” that provides patients’ HLA variant information predicting risk of SJS/TEN 
from specific drugs on a patient-carried wallet card.  Initial cost-effectiveness studies have been sufficiently convincing that the Thai government 
has agreed to provide the testing as standard of care……… 
 
Are  these  all Full-Proof ways  that we could prevent and  eradicate  the genetically-mediated SJS/TEN at least in Thailand? 
 
From the time being, sadly said that “No”, not all have be  saved. 
 
The holding the Stevens Johnson Syndrome/Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis workshop that grew out of our Global Leaders meeting on 
March 3-4 at NIH, would  point the way toward research and particularly effective and safety  
implementation efforts that can be undertaken globally. 
 

Pharmacogenomics is considered the 
low-hanging fruit in “Genomics Medicine”, 
while SJS/TEN ‘s risk allele  screening  
test might be the low-hanging fruit in 
pharmacogenomics. 



Severe or life-threatening skin rash,Steven-Johnson syndrome (SJS) 

and  Toxic epidermal necrosis syndrome (TENS) 

A Fate Worse Than Death 

In Thailand, we had interviewed 
many who survived SJS/TEN, they 
said that their bodies spitted 
rotting flesh and blood from their 
mouth. They felt that their bodies 
were burning and that someone 
had poured acid into their eyes. 
The pain was so extreme that they 
wish to die, but they could not. 



Thailand  Pharmacogenomic project  started in   2004 with HIV-1 
pharmacogenomics, nevirapine-induced SJS/TEN  (Ramathibodi hospital, 
Thailand Center of Excellence for Life Sciences (TCELS)/Ministry of Science 
and Technology). 
 
However, with regard to Thai government reimbursement program for  the 
routine PGx screening to prevent drug-induced SJS/TEN,  
 
Carbamazepine-induced SJS/TEN  was the first drug of choice to   implement 
nationwide since  2014 (ten year latter) under Ministry of Public Health & 
THAI FDA, University hospitals, and Thailand’s universal health coverage 
program. 
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Whole genome genotyping-GWAS + 
HLA Genotyping;  
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Javanese Indonesia  Thailand  

High frequencies of  ADR-related genes (alleles)  found in Southeast Asia. 



Carbamazepine: SJS/TEN 
B*1502 



Allopurinol: SJS/TEN  
B*5801 



 

Abacavir: Hypersensitivity 



Nevirapine: SJS/TEN 



D4T: Lipodystrophy 



Top ten drugs induced SJS/TENs in Thailand 1998-2008  
(Reference: Thai FDA 2008)  

Drug name  Count 

1. SULFAMETHOXAZONE+ TRIMETHOPRIM 1,234 

2. CARBAMAZEPINE 703 

3. ALLOPURINOL 664 

4. PHENYTOIN 451 

5. AMOXYCILLIN 342 

6. STAVUDINE + LAMIVUDINE+NEVIRAPINE 313 

7. PHNOBARBITAL 189 

8. IBUPROFEN 156 

9. NEVIRAPINE 122 

10. TETRACYCLINE 113 

Genomic markers have been  found  and utilized as   predictive  tools by our groups. 6/10 



Marker SNPs: 5 loci of HLA-B*3505  (5SNPs) + 
2 causative  SNPs as predictive genetic markers for nevirapine-rash 



The Target Is Moving 
 
We spent  nearly  5 years and perhaps to 
long to discover the risk  alleles  and 
genes responsible for Nevirapine-induced 
SJS/TEN  and their  PGx screening assay. 
 
Nowadays, in Thailand the nevirapine-
based antiretroviral regimens has been 
already changed to Efavirenz based. 
 
Other Risk  alleles  and genes responsible 
for ADR in antiretroviral drugs need to be 
included in PGX screening assay 



Nevirapine: Rash (15-20%), SJS 
(2.6%) : HLA-B*3505 + CCHCR1 + CYP2B6  

Efavirenz: CNS, strange dreams, 
day dreaming, more worired, more 
upset than usual. Up to 20% may switch 
over the first year. 

D4T: Lipodystrophy  26% : HLA-
B*4001+ SNPs 

Abacavir: Hypersensitivity (reaction 
5%), screening test (called B*5701), 
reduces this risk. 

CCHCR1 
polymorphisms 
may be 
associated with a 
susceptibility to 
psoriasis 



Chromosome 6 

Discovery: Genomic predictive markers for HIV-1 pharmacogenetics 

HIV-ADR All-in-One 
HLA-B*1502 =>การแพย้า Carbamazepine (ยากันชกั)*  
HLA-B*5801 =>การแพย้า Allopurinol (ยาลดกรดยรูกิ)* 
HLA-B*5701 =>การแพย้า Abacavir (ยาตา้นไวรัสเอดส)์* 
HLA-B*3505 =>การแพย้า Nevirapine (ยาตา้นไวรัสเอดส)์ 
CCHCR1 =>การแพย้า Nevirapine (ยาตา้นไวรัสเอดส)์ 
CYP2B6=> การแพย้า Nevirapine & Efaviren (ยาตา้นไวรัสเอดส)์ 
HLA-B*4001 =>การแพย้า Stavudine/d4T (ยาตา้นไวรัสเอดส)์ ผูป่้วยเมือ่มอีาการแพย้า
จะหยดุใชร้ยาตา้นไวรัสหรอืใชไ้มต่อ่เนือ่งเชือ้เกดิการกลายพันธุแ์ละดือ้ตอ่ยาตา้นไวรัสใน
ทีส่ดุ 
*คน้พบโดยนักวจัิยกลุ่มอืน่              

3Patents: Risk assessment for lipodystrophy and cutaneous adverse drug reactions from antiretroviral agents 

Lab-on-a-chip 

Reagent kit 

Social Impact: Life-saving and cost-saving from adverse drug reaction and HIV drug resistance. 

Innovation: HIV-1 pharmacogenetic screening tests 

Chromosome 19 

International publications:  >14 

The winner of Thailand  
innovation awards 

2011 



"Brainstorming to pharmacogenomics and its use to 
avoid severe adverse cutaneous drug reactions" 
organized by Department of  Medical Sciences, Ministry of  
Public Health in  Aug26, 2010 . 

2010 Prof. Chen Yuan-Tsong 



Carbamazepine-induced SJS/TEN  was 
the first drug of choice for government 
reimbursement nationwide started in   
2014 under Ministry of Public Health, 
Thai FDA, University hospitals, and   
Universal health coverage scheme. 



Ramathibodi Hospital 



Dr. Chonlaphat Sukasam and his: PGx card, pre- & post-pharmacogenetic counselling 
program,  and warning/ monitoring system. 







Each person who have 
their DNA from either 
salivary or blood tested, 
will be given the  report 
and the Pharmacogenetic 
card for HLA or  CYP 450 
outcome 

Molecular Clinical 
Pharmacists at 
Ramathibodi hospital 
will provide pretest and 
posttest  Pgx counseling.  



Report 

Pharmacogenetic card 



Report 





Pharmacogenomic card 









• Thailand has one of the highest rates of SJS/TEN in the world because of  high 
frequency of these risk alleles and the use of causative drugs.   
 

• Ramathibodi Hospital has launched a “pharmacogenetics card” that provides 
patients’ HLA variant information predicting risk of SJS/TEN from specific drugs on 
a patient-carried wallet card.   
 

• PGx screening assay, such as  Carbamazepine induces-SJS/TEN has been included 
in our government reimbursement program (Universal healthcare system) as a 
standard of care. 

 

Are  these  all Full-Proof ways  that we could prevent 
and  eradicate  the genetically-mediated SJS/TEN at least in Thailand? 

From the time being, sadly said that “No”,  we may not be able to save all   
lives,… if we do not implement it completely. 



Pre PGx counselling  The doctor ordered her blood tested for HLA-B*1502 
screening assay 

She was tested positively  for  HLA-B*1502.  

Post  PGx counselling  PGx card provided Alternative drug 
described in stead 

Usually  



A woman admitted to the hospital because of nerve 
pain 

The doctor ordered her blood tested for HLA-B*1502 
screening assay 

She was tested positively  for  HLA-B*1502.  

A second doctor may discharge the woman  
from the ward prescribing her  with 
carbamazepine. 

She may take  the medicine at home. The rash 
might appeare on dayone after receiving the 
medicine.  She still continue taking the lethal 
drug. 

She might severely ill or could die of SJS or TEN 
within days.  

The Nightmare Scenario 

PGx screening test could be easily 
implemented now, cost is about $33. 



Pre-PGx Counselling 

PGX Screening assay, not diagnostic test 

Post-PGx Counselling 

 
Use EMR to link all these 
units together.  

Post monitoring the patient (risk allele 
positive)  after discharge from hospital to 
home by making 4 telephone calls (every 2 
weeks in 2 months) Home 

After they leave the hospital 

To Educate patients, public, and 
clinicians we come up  with MP Games  

on Android and iOS device PGx Card 

What we are currently doing at Ramathibodi hospital to make sure that  
PGX should be effectively and safely implemented. 



Ministry of information and Communication Technology 



โรคยังไมท่ราบสาเหต/ุ 
โรคหายาก 

Undiagnosed/Rare 
diseases 

มะเร็งประเภททีถ่า่ยทอด
ทางพนัธกุรรม & การใหย้า
จําเพาะเจาะจงเซลลม์ะเร็ง 

Familial Cancer & 
Targeted  Cancer 

Therapies 

การตรวจวนิจิฉัย ตวัออ่นกอ่น
การใสก่ลบั  

Pre-implantation genomic 
diagnosis: PGS/PGD 

การตรวจสารพนัธกุรรมของทารก 
ในครรภจ์ากเลอืดมารดา  

Noninvasive Prenatal Testing: 
NIPT 

   

เภสชัพันธศุาสตร ์ 
(ปรับยาตามยนี) 

Pharmacogenomics 

โรคอบุตัใหม ่โรคอบุตัซิํา้ โรคตดิเชือ่ไม่
ทราบสาเหต ุ
Unknown Pathogen, Emerging and Re 
emerging infectious diseases 

การถอดรหสัพนัธุบ์น 
 Semiconductor Chip 

Viral Deep sequencing 

การตรวจคดักรองทารก
แรกเกดิในระดบัจโีนม 
Newborn genomic 

screening   



Scores  



Game 2  

Game 1  

Scores  

Game 3  

Genomic Medicine  

About Us 
Special 
Award 

Unknown diseases 

Newborn  genomic 
screening 

Pharmaco- 
genomics 

Noninvasive Prenatal 
Testing: NIPT Pre-implantation 

genomic diagnosis: 
PGS/PGD 

Viral Deep 
sequencing 

Unknown 
Pathogen, 
Emerging 

and Re 
emerging 
infectious 
diseases 

Next Gen 
sequencing 

Inherited  Cancer & 
Targeted  Cancer Therapies 



Southeast Asia Collaboration 



 
 
 
 
 

2012 
The first AEC/APEC 

collaboration 
towards genome 

guided personalized 
medicine. 



 
 
 

2013 
The Second  AEC/APEC collaboration towards 

genome guided personalized medicine. 
 

2014held in  Indonesia 
 

2015 will be held in Malaysia  





Roots provide strength while moving forward.  
 
It is important occasionally to glance back at the past, get a realistic understanding 
of the present; draw lessons to shape a better future  
and move on. 

Pratima P Mathews 



2008 
Adoption of genomic medicine in Thailand 
Political will. Thai stakeholders from 
various institutions, including local 
universities, BIOTEC, the National Science 
and Technology Development Agency 
(NSTDA) and the Thai Ministry of Public 
Health, participated in an Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation (APEC)-wide 
foresight study in 2003. 



2012 



2011 



Read on lineline: 
http://issuu.com/pratimamathews/do
cs/140114_root-ed-pm/1 

If  you want to  understand  genomic 
medicine/pharmacogenomics in resource 
limited  setting, Thailand, perhaps this 
article, Rooted and Moving  may shade 
some light in 230 pages. 

2014 
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